The BOYS are back!

After eleven exciting years on Broadway, winning an impressive four Tony Awards®, including Best Musical, the boys from Jersey are telling their stories again!

**JERSEY BOYS** is the behind-the-music story of the legendary Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons, four blue-collar boys who formed a singing group and had a phenomenal number of hits which catapulted them into super-stardom. But while their harmonies were flawless on stage, it was a very different story off stage – a story that has made them an international sensation all over again.

Staging is by the original Broadway team, Tony-winning director Des McAnuff (*Big River; The Who’s Tommy; Guys and Dolls, 700 Sundays*) and Tony-nominated choreographer Sergio Trujillo (*On Your Feet!; Memphis, A Bronx Tale; Guys and Dolls*).

Featuring thrilling hits such as “Sherry,” “Big Girls Don’t Cry,” “Walk Like a Man,” “My Eyes Adored You” and “Can’t Take My Eyes Off Of You,” “Oh What a Night” you’re sure to have at **JERSEY BOYS**, the Tony, Grammy and Olivier Award-winning electrifying hit musical!

**“THE CROWD GOES WILD”**

---The New York Times
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